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Abstract:
The group‘s research focuses on heavy duty semiautonomous machines and mobile robotics, machine perception 
and nonlinear control in particular, mainly in agriculture and forestry. Software design for networked automation 
systems and HMIs for mobile machines are important methodological research topics, too. 
For agricultural tractor and implement combinations, several (13 since 2003) prototypes of ISOBUS networked (ISO 
11783) control systems for implements have been realized, in which automatic GPS based precision agriculture and 
semiautomatic integrated control have been studied and demonstrated. In the last project, themes related to 
assisting and adaptive agricultural machine have been studied. Path planning, automatic navigation and Nonlinear 
Model Predictive Control (NMPC) -type motion control using planned paths as reference have been developed. 
Several small agricultural field robots have been built in student projects, which have participated in European Field 
Robot Event -robot contest. Teams have been instructed by Dr Timo Oksanen.
For forest harvesters, a perception system has been developed further capable of forest SLAM, i.e. mapping the 
trees and localizing the machine, the 3D form of the stems is also estimated and the species is recognized. Different 
utilizing schemes for the tree map information have been developed. For one-grip harvester head, machine vision 
based measurements for the log’s length; diameter and quality factors have been studied and tested in real forest 
harvesters. Robotization of silvicultural machines has been researched since 2008. For early cleaning of young forest, 
automatic system has been developed and demonstrated on the basis of Valtra tractor and instrumented forest 
crane. The NMPControl for motion control of the forest crane has been studied.
 
Biography:
Arto Visala received the MSc in control engineering in 1984 at TKK (later Aalto Univer-
sity). After working in Systecon Ltd, he returned TKK to study for postgraduate degrees, 
LicTech and finally DSc in 1997. Since 2001 he has been professor, at first for fixed term 
and since 2007 full professor in automation and robotics at Aalto University. He is cur-
rently the chair of IFAC TC8.1 Control in Agriculture. Professor Visala has an extensive 
experience as an engineer, scientist and educator in the field of control engineering, 
automation technology and robotics; at first factory robotics, then mobile underwater 
multirobot systems for environment monitoring, and at last mobile robotics as described 
above in connection of semiautonomous heavy duty machines. Visala is co-founder of a spin off company Argone Oy, 
measuring in the forest. Metsän etunoja 2010–award, granted by Finnish Forest Association 25/11/2010.


